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Currently, Fourier analysis is a method for obtaining the phase and amplitude
images used to evaluate abnormalities of cardiac contraction. Since this technique
is time-consuming, the present work investigates the application of another algo
rithm used in digital signal processing: the Walsh-Hadamard transform (WHT). This

method provides a 48% time saving because it requires only elementary algebraic
operations. The study presents the results obtained processing 30 blood-pool car

diac acquisitions in various diseases. No significant difference was found in the
pairs of maps and in the parameters chosen for comparison of the data.
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The clinical use of amplitude and phase maps to evaluate
gated blood-pool studies currently appears to be^i widespread
method of displayingabnormalities of cardiac contraction (1-4).
Though some inaccuracies have been pointed out (5), first-har
monic Fourier analysis is currently used as proposedby Adam et
al. (6) in 1979.

It is well known that this technique uses a sinusoidal curve to
fit the behavior of single-pixel activity in a sequence of frames
representing an average cardiac cycle. In this way it is possibleto
draw localvaluesof amplitudeand phaseinorder toget parametric
images.

The calculationofsuchparameterswith the computersnormally
used in nuclear medicineis time-consuming.We have investigated
the possibilityof obtainingthe resultsof temporal Fourier analysis
by applyinga different algorithm based on the Walsh-Hadamard
transform (WHT), whichiswellknownin digital signalprocessing
and has already been proposed for nuclear medicine data com
pression (12,13).

METHODS

The WHT is the best known of the nonsinusoidal orthogonal
transforms (7). It has gained widespread use in digital signal
processing,since its application is easy and it shortens processing
time.

The WHT shares the followingcharacteristics with the discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) (8,9):
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1. It has to do withperiodicfiniteseriesand providesa spectrum
whose period contains the same sample number as the temporal
sequence.

2. It uses fast and efficientmethods to compute the algorithm,
with fewoperations.

3. It can be extended to multidimensional signals.
In addition, the WHT has the following advantages: (a) its

nature is real, and (b) onlyadditions and subractions are required
to compute the coefficients.

The Walsh functions.The Walsh functions,designated wal
(i, t), are rectangular waves,periodical or not, involvingonly two
values (Â±1)(Fig. 1).

The set of Walsh functions, like the Fourier set, forms an or
thonormal,closedsystem(7,10). Thereforeeveryfunctionf(t) that
is absolutely integrable in the fundamental interval T[/J |f(t) |dt
< Â°Â°]can be expanded in a Fourier or Walsh convergent series.

The Walsh functions, wal(i, t), are alternately odd and even
(named sal and cal) with the respect to the central point:

wal(i, t) = cal(s, t) when i is even

wal(i, t) = sal(s, t) when i is odd.

In wal(i, t) the functions from the sal(3, t) often have cyclesof
different length (Fig. 1). Hence the frequency concept, which is
significantin sinusoidalFourierwaves,is not applicablein this case
and can be replaced by the concept of Sequence s.

The Hadamard functions[had (1,t)] are the wal(i,t) rearranged
in different order.

TheWalsh-orderedWalsh-Hadamardtransform(WHT)Â«.This
form is applicable when the sequences associated with the trans
form coefficientsare needed in a natural increasing order.

The (WHT)Wof a series of N = 2" samples,
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FIG. 1. Walsh functions are shown, with corresponding Fourier
sinusoids (dashed lines). In lowest pair, correspondence between
waves deteriorates.

X(n) =

is given by:

W(n) = Mw(n)X(n)

where Mw(n) is an (N X N) orthogonal, symmetric Walsh-ordered
matrix, obtained by sampling the first N wal(i, t) N times.

The inverse transform (IWHT)W is defined as:

X(n) = Mw(n)W(n).

For example, for N = 8, Mw(3) results in:
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The fast Walsh-Hadamard transform 11U 111iâ€ž.To compute
the N coefficients of (WHT)W, N2 additions and subtractions are

required. As in the Fourier transform, there Â¡san algorithm, called
the fast Walsh-Hadamard transform (FWHT)W, that yield the
coefficients W(n) in Nlog2N additions and subtractions (i.e., for
N = 8, the number of operations falls from 64 to 24). It permits
computation of the (WHT)W efficiently. A current version, which
uses a Cooley type of flow graph, was introduced by Manz
(8,9,14).

1)1 I and i\\ 111 iâ€žamplitude and phase values. The discrete
Fourier transform of a function fat the frequency k with N samples
is given by:

N-I
F(k) = Â£ f(n) exp(-j2*-kn/N) =

= f(n) cos(2irkn/N) - j f(n) sin(2irkn/N).
n=0 n=0

The real portion R(k) and the imaginary portion I(k) are given
by:

= NÂ¿'f(n)cos(2irkn/N),

n=0

I(k) = NÂ£'f(n)sin(2irkn/N).

n-O
(1)

Finally, the amplitude A(k) and the phase P(k) are defined as:

(2)P(k) = arctg[I(k)/R(k)].

The same subdivision into real and imaginary parts does not
apply to (WHT)W coefficients, all of which are real. They are,
however, alternatively distinguishable in even-valued terms We
(as the cosine function) and odd-valued terms Wo (as the sine
function).

Hence the Nâ€”vector W(n) is separable, with increasing s, into
two groups of terms given by:

(3)W.(2s) = E cald(s, i)X(i),

where cald(s, i) and sald(s, i) are the discrete even and odd Walsh
functions at the sequence s.

The amplitude A(s) and phase P(s), at the sequence s are given
by:

(4)P(s) = arctan[W0(2S - l)/We(2s)].

Comparison between DFT and (WHT)â€ž.The two sets of base
functions have the same properties, but their shapes are different.
Like the results reported in the literature (/3), the two transforms
in first harmonic differ in a constant value (the sine and cosine
always have, during the period, two zero-valued points, whereas
the Walsh functions always have nonzero values).

To assess this difference we fitted a cosinusoidal wave as A
cos(ti!t + tp) to the DFT and (WHT)W first-harmonic component.
The pairs of amplitude values (Aprr. A(\VHT)â€ž)anQ<phase values

(<?DFT.f(WHT)Â»)were calculated from the formulas in the previous
paragraph for K = 1 and s = 1.

This revealed (a) an amplitude increase of 28% for the Walsh
Transform, and (b) a phase shift of 11Â°.

We proceeded to apply the same procedure to experimental
volume curves from our patient population, and obtained the same
results (Fig. 2).
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FIG. 2. Comparison of first-harmonic fits to left-ventricular volume
curve. DFT and (WHT)Wcurves were drawn using formula: f(t) = A
cos(uJt + tp), with A = ADFT,A(WHTH,and if> = Â«PDFT,T<WHTV 16

experimental points, with maxima normalized to 100, are derived
from study of our patient population.

Software development. For input, the program that applies the
first-harmonic Fourier analysis needs a 16- or 24-frame study (64
X 64) and provides an output of two 64 X 64 images (amplitude
and phase maps). The algorithm used is the trigonometric form
of DFT, where Eqs. (1) and (2) have been applied with K = 1 and
N = 16,24.

Our system has no floating-point processor, but the involved
approximation was considered wholly satisfactory. We reduced
the execution time further by using preformed trigonometric ta
bles.

ST OEUIflTION f**>

L.U. MEAN PHASE r â€¢

ST DEUIATION - 1!

U U MAX. ftMPL Â»494

X COORDINATE â€¢ 8Â»

Y COORDINATE " 71

FIG. 3. Visual results of DFT fit, including values of parameters used
for comparison, derived from a patient with no evident wall-motion

abnormalities and good resting ejection fraction (51 %).

FIG. 4. Data of Fig. 3 processed with WHT fit.

The program was carried out according to rules of "structured
programming" (15), whose block feature allowed easy insertion

of the WHT technique into the preexisting program. For this al
gorithm we used Eqs. (3) and (4) with s = 1 and N = 16,24. The
preformed trigonometric tables were not utilized, since this tech
nique needs only additions and subtractions among the N samples.
Moreover, in neither case did we use methods for speeding up the
transforms (FFT, FWHT). In fact, in calculating a single har
monic (the first in our case), there is no advantage in using FFT
instead of DFT (or FWHT instead of WHT) because the number
of operations is the same.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We have compared the results of the two algorithms (DFT and
WHT) in 30 blood-pool gated ventriculograms from 18 patients
( 18 studies at rest and 12 during stress, one of which followed ni-
troglycerin administration). Data acquisition was performed using
a slant-hole collimator (30Â°),in the left anterior oblique projection,
for a period of 10-12 min at rest and for 3-5 min during stress
(with a bicycle at the submaximal step). The counts were collected
in frame mode (16 frames in 64 X 64 matrix), synchronized by the
R wave according to our normal gating procedure.

Clinically the patients fell into four groups: (a) 12 with con
firmed or suspected coronary disease (20 studies: 12 at rest, eight
during stress); (b) two with aortic insufficiency (four studies: two
at rest, two during stress); (c) two had received permanent pace
makers (three studies: two at rest, one during stress); (d) two with
cardiomyopathy (three studies: two at rest, one during stress).

The 16-frame sequence, representing an average cardiac cycle,
always underwent two steps of spatial smoothing with a 9-point
filter (3X3 matrix, weights 4, 2, 1). Subsequently the left-ven
tricular ejection fraction was calculated; in our population it varied
from 13 to 80.7%. This large dispersion was chosen intentionally
to test DFT and WHT in the different circumstances of clinical
practice. From every case, using the first-harmonic coefficients

derived by the two algorithms, we obtained a pair of amplitude and
phase maps, in 64 X 64 matrix, as well as the phase distribution
histograms. By interpolation, the images were displayed in 128 X
128 format for easier evaluation.
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FIG. 5. OFT and WHT amplitude and phase images, from patient
with severe reduction of left-ventricular ejection fraction (20%).

Apical dyskinetic region is evident (confirmed aneurysm).

For further analysis, we derived the mean and standard devia
tion of the phases inside a left-ventricular ROI, previously defined
in order to estimate the ejection fraction. The deviation of each
pixel from the mean was weighted and stored as a discrete s.d.
value (dkl, Â±2,Â±3,etc.). Thus, we were able to construct a left-
ventricular map where different colors or gray levels coded all
pixels with the same s.d. value (points lying between â€”1 to +1 s.d.

were displayed as a single level).
Computing time. By computing time, we mean the time neces

sary to create a pair of parametric images (phase and amplitude)

FIG. 6. Phase-distribution histograms and standard deviation maps

derived from patient of Fig. 5.

FIG. 7. Amplitude maps from patient with enlarged, hypokinetic
left ventricle. Disagreement in position of pixel with maximum
amplitude does not affect clinical evaluation.

by processing the 16 frames representing a mean cardiac cycle, in
64 X 64 format. In order to get comparable results, our tests were
always carried out using the initial sectors of a 5-Mbyte magnetic
cartridge (our computer is equipped with a 5- + 5-Mbyte disk
unit).

For the theoretical reasons previously expressed, the computing
times for DFT and WHT were significantly different (see Table
1), with the WHT procedure showing a mean advantage equivalent
to 39.6%. The related times included I/O operations, exactly the
same for both the programs, which consumed 16 sec. If we subtract
this constant value, not strictly pertaining to the computing pro
cedure, we find that the real time-saving of the WHT algorithm
reaches 48% with our operating conditions.

Clinicalevaluation.The parametricimages showed the following
results: 13 cases with no evident abnormalities of amplitude and
phase (43.4%), 11 with various degrees of hypokinesia (36.7%),
six with diskinetic regions (20%), two of which were recognized
as aneurysm by contrast ventriculography.

Looking over the parametric images obtained with the two
techniques, we find complete agreement, as clearly appears in Figs.
3-6. Figures 7 and 8 are from the patient study with the worst
comparison between DFT and WHT. They show an enlarged left
ventricle, with a wide dyskinetic region involving the anterolateral
wall; there was a severe depression of the ejection fraction to 13%.
In this study there are small differences, not very significant, and
only in the amplitude map (Fig. 7).

In some cases we tested the agreement of the phase values by
cross-subtraction (DFT minus WHT image or vice versa), after
we had balanced the phase shift of the WHT algorithm. The re
sulting maps showed nonzero values only outside the cardiac
area.

Quantitativeanalysis. To quantify the results, we used the same
ROI, previously defined over the left ventricle, to calculate the
following parameters from the DFT and WHT images:

(a) the mean value of the phase,
(b) its standard deviation,
(c) the maximum value in the amplitude image.
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FIG. 8. Phase maps from patient of Fig. 7. Large dyskinetic area
is well defined by both techniques.

(d) the coordinates of the pixel in which each maximum ap
peared.

The comparative data for the 30 studies are listed in Table 1.
We must emphasize the very close correlation found in every

comparison of the considered parameters. The differences between
the mean phase values and the maxima of the amplitudes in the
maps were close to those we theoretically expected ( 10Â°and 28%

in counts per pixel). This fact does not affect the display of am
plitudes at all, due to the normalization of the maximum values
in each image; the phase shift can at worst result in two display
levels, since the 360Â°possible values were sampled by the software
program every 6Â°and were coded in 60 colors or gray levels (the

scale is shown in the pictures).
Concerning the coordinates of the pixel with the maximum

amplitude value, we observed the correct coincidence in 21 studies
(70%). The other nineâ€”allbelonging to patients with poor ejection
fractionâ€”showed very small shifts. Figures 7 and 8 display the
study with the greatest disagreement, but we may mention that
for the point with the maximum DFT amplitude there was a cor
responding WHT value equal to 97% of the corresponding maxi
mum. This difference is not visually appreciable.

CONCLUSIONS

Our results confirm that WHT is a computing technique that
gives clinical information closely correlated with the DFT analysis
of first-harmonic fitting. We think, therefore, that it may provide
an alternative method of processing gated data.

The special aspects of WHT are the saving of time (48% com
pared with DFT for our algorithms) and the ease of calculation.
These properties suggest further applications of WHT both in
multiharmonic analysis and in the spatial and temporal filtering
of the digital Â¡mages.

FOOTNOTE

* Medusa 12/B-SEPA, TURIN.
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